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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a class of groups. A group G in X is called existentially closed 
(e.c.) if every system of finitely many equations and inequations with coef- 
ficients from G, which has a solution in a X-supergroup of G, already 
has a solution in G. Existentially closed structures exist in all inductive 
classes [6, 1.1.31. Often they enjoy particularly nice properties such as 
homogeneity or injectivity. Therefore the e.c. structures are studied for 
many group classes. As examples we mention the class of all groups, the 
class of all abelian groups, several nilpotent group classes, and many 
locally finite group classes. For some classes the properties of the respective 
e.c. groups allow a classification at least of the countable e.c. groups. This 
is the case for the class of all abelian and the class of all locally.finite 
groups. The countable e.c. abelian groups have the form Q@) @ D. Here 
0 < r < o, Qpc’) is the direct sum of r copies of the additive group of rational 
numbers Q and D = @psB Z(pm)(“‘), where 9 is the set of all primes and 
Z(P ) m ‘w) is the direct sum of o copies of the Prtifer-p-group. On the other 
hand there is (up to isomorphism) only one countable e.c. locally finite 
group: this is the universal locally finite group ULF introduced by P. Hall 
in [2]. 
In this paper we study the countable e.c. structures of a class of groups, 
which contains the class of all abelian groups and the class of all locally 
finite groups. This is the class of all locally FC-groups (LFC-groups). A 
group G is called an FC-group if every element g E G has only finitely many 
conjugates, while G is an LFC-group if every finitely generated subgroup of 
G is an FC-group. In [4] the author derived some basic properties of 
LFC-groups which are summarized under Preliminaries. 
It is clear that the class of LFC-groups is inductive. Therefore we can 
embed every LFC-group in an e.c. LFC-group of the same cardinality. In 
the first section we characterize the e.c. LFC-groups by algebraic proper- 
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ties, This characterization is quite similar to algebraic characterizations of 
the e.c. abelian and the e.c. locally finite groups. It is a characterization by 
universality and homogeneity properties (Theorem 1.1) and by injectivity 
properties (Theorem 1.2). 
In the second section we use these properties to derive a classification 
of the countable e.c. LFC-groups. The countable ec. LFC-groups are 
semidirect products of ULF with Q”‘, where 0 <r d w. For every r 
with 0 d r < o this group is unique up to isomorphism. This is in 
correspondence with the description of the countable e.c. abelian groups as 
splitting extensions (hence direct products) of the e.c. locally finite abelian 
group D by Qcr). 
In the third section we continue our investigations by proving a more 
technical result. We construct the countable e.c. LFC-groups explicitly as 
unions of ascending chains of finitely generated FC-groups. In the fourth 
section we give a rather detailed description of the automorphism group 
Aut(G) of a countable e.c. LFC-group G. A cornerstone of this description 
is the normal subgroup Finn(G) of Aut(G) of nearly inner automorphisms. 
Here an automorphism 4 is called nearly inner if there exists an r E G such 
that for every finitely generated subgroup F of G there is a positive integer 
n =n(F) such that 4 acts on F as conjugation by r”. We shall see that 
FInn(G)/Inn(G) is isomorphic to the additive group of real numbers 
(Theorem 4.5). Further we shall describe some other factors of Aut(G). 
These results can be used for the investigation of Aut( ULF), since for all 
countable ec. LFC-groups G the group Aut(G) is embeddable in 
Aut ( ULF) (Lemma 4.1). 
Preliminaries and notation. For a group G and g E G we write o(g) for 
the order of g, C,(g) for the centralizer of g in G, Z(G) for the center of 
G, and T(G) for the set of elements of finite order of G. If A and B are 
subsets of G we write (A) for the subgroup generated by A, AB for the 
set of all functions from B into A and [A, B] for the subgroup 
([a,b]=a-‘b-lab; UEA, DEB). If g, hEG and neN then gh=hplgh 
and g” is the n th power of g. With C,, we denote the finite cyclic group of 
order n. If a is a cardinal number we write G(“) for the direct sum of a 
copies of G. 
A finitely generated group G is an FC-group if and only if the center 
Z(G) has finite index in G or equivalently if the commutator subgroup 
G’ = [G, G] is finite [ 16, Theorem 1.21. A finitely generated FC-group G 
can be embedded in a direct sum of a free abelian group of finite rank with 
a finite group [ 16, Theorem 1.71: G has a finitely generated torsion free 
subgroup A of maximal rank in its center Z(G). Hence G/A is finite and 
G/T(G) is a free abelian group of finite rank. The map gH (gT(G), gA) is 
an embedding of G into G/T(G)@ G/A. 
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In an LFC-group G the commutator subgroup G’ is contained in the 
torsion subgroup T(G) and T(G) is locally finite. Hence the factor group 
G/T(G) is a torsion free abelian group. We write p(G) for the torsion free 
rank of G/T(G) (cf. [ 1, Chap. 161). A subset B of the LFC-group G is called 
an independent system (basis) of G, if {hT(G); b E B} is an independent 
system (basis) of G/T(G) [ 1, Chap. 163. An LFC-group G can have a non- 
trivial inevitable center UZ(G); this is the set of all elements of G which are 
in the center of every LFC-group H containing G. If A, B are LFC-groups 
and H is a finitely generated subgroup of A A B then (A, B, H) has the 
amalgamafion property relative to the class of LFC-groups if and only if 
Hn UZ(B)cZ(A) and Hn UZ(A)EZ(B) (cf. [4, Corollary 1.33). This 
means that there exist an LFC-group P and embeddings 4: A + P, 
$: B + P such that d(h) = $(h) for all h E H. 
1. THE ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF E.C. LFC-GROUPS. 
We need the following definition, which is similar to (l.l), (1.2) (1.3) in 
c141. 
DEFINITION. Suppose G is an LFC-group and A is a central subgroup 
of G. 
(1) Let H and K be subgroups of G. An isomorphism q5 of H onto K is 
called a torsional isomorphism if 
4(h) s h mod T(G) 
for all h E H. 
(2) An isomorphism 4 between subgroups H and K of G is called an 
A-isomorphism if H n A = K n A and the restriction 4 1 H n A of 4 to H n A 
is the identity. 
(3) G is called A-universal if for all finite groups B, C with C E A n Z(B) 
there exists an embedding o of B into G such that o 1 c = id. 
(4) G is called A-injectioe if for every finitely generated FC-group K with 
p(K) < p(G) and for every subgroup Hz Kn G with H n A E Z(K) there 
exists an embedding o of K into G such that (T 1 H = id. 
(5) G is called A-homogeneous if every torsional A-isomorphism 4 
between finitely generated subgroups H, K of G is induced by an inner 
automorphism with some torsion element. This means that there exists 
teT(G) such that d(h)= h’ for all he H. 
Now we are able to formulate the main theorems of this section. These 
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contain algebraic characterizations of e.c. LFC-groups. They can be com- 
pared with algebraic characterizations of e.c. locally finite groups in [2] or 
of e.c. abelian groups. 
THEOREM 1.1. A group G is an e.c. LFC-group if and only if 
(a) G is an LFC-group, 
(b) G/T(G) is a divisible abelian group, 
(c) G is U-universal for U = UZ(G), 
(d) G is U-homogeneous for U= UZ(G). 
THEOREM 1.2. A group G is an e.c. LFC-group if and only if 
(CI) G is an LFC-group, 
(8) G is U-injective for U= UZ(G). 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proved by Lemmas 1.3, 1.4, and 1.6, below. 
LEMMA 1.3. ZfG is an e.c. LFC-group then G has properties (a), (b), (c), 
(d) of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof: Part (a) is clear and (b) follows easily from the amalgamation 
theorem for LFC-groups (see [4, Corollary 1.33). 
For the proof of (c), let B be a finite group and C a subgroup of 
M(G) n Z(B). Let H be the central product of G and B with amalgamated 
central subgroup C. Then H is an LFC-group containing G. 
Replace in the group table of B the elements of B\C by variables. We 
obtain a finite system of equations and inequations with constants from 
Cc G. This system can be solved in H 2 G. Since G is an e.c. LFC-group 
a solution already exists in G. This solution is the required copy of B in G. 
For the proof of (d), let H, K be finitely generated subgroups of G with 
Hn UZ(G) = Kn UZ(G) and let 4 be a torsional UZ(G)-isomorphism of 
H onto K. We define L = (H, K) E G. To complete the proof of (d) we 
need the following two propositions: 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a subgroup M of L with the following 
properties: 
(1) MsZ(L)nHnK; 
(2) LfM is finite; 
(3) 41M=id. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Since 4 is torsional L has the same rank as H. 
But L is a finitely generated FC-group. Let (h, , . . . . h, } be a basis of H. We 
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can find n 1, . . . . n, E N such that A = (h;‘, . . . . Q) is a free abehan group of 
rank s in Z(L) n H. But li;r has finite index in L and we can find 
m,, . . . . m, E N such that #(h,)“l E ii;i for all i with 1 < i < s. Then there exist 
kl,i, . . . . k+ E Z such that 
Since 4 is torsional we obtain k,,i = 0 for j # i and m, = ki,,ni. In particular 
we have d(hi)“l = hrl. With M = (hy’, . . . . h?) we obtain 4 I,,,, = id and L/M 
is finite. The proof of Proposition 1 is completed. 
PROPOSITION 2. There exists a finitely generated FC-group F containing 
L and an s E T(F) such that L n UZ(G) s Z(F) and d(h) = h” for all h E H. 
Proof of Proposition 2. We set Ii= UZ(G). By Proposition 1, 4 induces 
an isomorphism 4 of H/M onto KIM. We define 
A=((H, Ln U>)/M, x= ((K, Ln U>)/M, ,? = L/M. 
We can lift 4 to an isomorphism $ of i? onto R setting &aM) = aM for 
a EL n U. Now there exists a finite group Sz 2 and a c E S such that 
$(A) = h” for all ha I? [2, Lemma 11. We define s= (2, c) s S. Then we 
have (L n U) M/M s Z(s). As remarked under Preliminaries we can 
embed L in the group (L/T(L)) $2. We set 
F=(Lp(L))@b(L/T(L))@bL 
and s = ( 1, c) E T(F) = 3. This completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
We return to the proof of Lemma 1.3. We can apply the amalgamation 
theorem for LFC-groups (see [4, Corollary 1.33) to (G, F, L) and we can 
find an LFC-group P and embeddings t: F+ P, g: G -+ P with t(h) = a(h) 
for all h EL. By Proposition 2 we have 
o(qqh)) = 7(4(h)) = T(hp) = a(h)““’ 
for all h E H. If H is generated by {h,, . . . . h, } then the finite system of 
equations 
u(4(hi)) = a(hi)” (1 <i<n) 
can be solved in T(P). Since G is an e.c. LFC-group we can find a solution 
u(t) E a(T(G)). This implies d(h) = h’ for all h E N and it follows that G is 
U-homogeneous. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.3. m 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose the group G has the properties (a), (b), (c), (d) of 
Theorem 1.1. Then G is U-injective for U= UZ(G). 
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Proof: Let K be a finitely generated FC-group with p(K) <p(G) and let 
H be a subgroup of Kn G with H n UC Z(K). As remarked under 
Preliminaries we can embed K in a group L = A @ T, where T is a finite 
group and A is a free abelian group of rank p(K) with Z(K) E Z(L). We 
set r=p(H), s=p(K)=p(A). We can find a free basis {a,, . . . . a,} of A and 
u,, . . . . u, E N such that {al;‘, . . . . u:} E H and {a:’ T, . . . . a: T} is a free basis of 
HT/T. We define C= H n U. Using the U-universality of G we can find an 
embedding x: T+ G with x(T)n U= C= Hn U and XIc=id. To complete 
the proof of Lemma 1.4 we need the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. We define a, = 1 E G and o,, = 1 E N. There exist 
elements g,, . . . . g, E G and subgroups Go, . . . . G, of G such that 
(1) gy’zuy’modT(G) if O<i<r and 
(2) Gi=(g,)@ ... @(g;)@x(T) ifO<i<r. 
Proof of Proposition 1. We prove the proposition by induction. First we 
set g, = 1 and GO = x(T). Suppose for 12 < r we have g,, . . . . g, and G,, . . . . G, 
as required in (1) and (2). Using the divisibility of G/T(G) (assumption 
(b)) we can find an a~ G with 
u”“+l = &“+I - n+l mod T(G). 
Then 4: G, + G;, g H g” is a torsional U-isomorphism of G, onto G;. 
Since G is U-homogeneous (assumption (d)) we can find bET(G) with 
d(g) = g” = gb for all g E G,. We define g, + , = ub -’ and obtain 
g ~;;+II=(ub-‘)“n+l=u”n+lmodT(G)=u~;:;+:modT(G). 
Hence (1) holds for g, + I By definition we have also 
<gn+l)~C,(G,) and (g,+,)nG,=l. 
The second identity is a consequence of gy’= a? mod T(G) for all i such 
that 1 6 i<n + 1 and the fact that (u G ) and (2) Ldii;ng~}~s an independent system. 
Define G,+, = (gn+lF ,, n+, . This completes the 
proof of Proposition 1. 
FRO~~~ITION 2. We can lift the embedding x: T + G to an embedding 
$: L -+ G such that Ic/ 1 N is a torsional U-isomorphism of H onto $(H) c G. 
Proof of Proposition 2. By assumption we have p(G) 2 s = p(K). Hence 
we can find b r+ r, . . . . b, in G such that {g,, . . . . g,, b,, 1, . . . . b,} is an 
independent system of G. The subgroup D = (G,, b,, , , . . . . b,) of G is an 
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FC-group. For all j such that r + 1 <j 6 s there exists an mj 2 1 such that 
6,“’ E Z(D). We define gj = by for all j such that r + 16 j 6 s. Then 
is an extension of x on L and $ IH is obviously torsional. By definition of 
x we have also $1 ,,,,=idandC=HnU=X(T)nU=$(H)nU.So$is 
a U-isomorphism. This completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
We return to the proof of Lemma 1.4. Proposition 2 allows us to use the 
U-homogeneity of G again. We can find t ET(G) with IC/(h) = h’ for ail 
h E H. We define the isomorphism 
a: L + G, g H Ic/( g)‘? 
For all h E H we have o(h) = $(h)‘-’ = h. Finally, c = r? IK is an embedding 
of K in G with o 1 H = id. The U-injectivity of G is established and Lemma 1.4 
follows. 1 
LEMMA 1.5. Let H be a finitely generated FC-group. Further let (S) be 
a finite system of equations and inequations with constants from H that can 
be solved in an LFC-group L containing H. Then there exists a finitely 
generated FC-group K? H with p(K) = p(H) in which (S) can be solved 
also. 
Proof: Let g,, . . . . g, be the constants of H in (S) and x,, . . . . x, the 
variables occurring in (S). Let hl, . . . . h, be a solution of (S) in L. Then 
F= (h,, . . . . h,, H) is a finitely generated FC-group. In the center of F is a 
free abelian group A of rank p(F). If B is the pure closure of A n H in A 
then B has a direct complement C in A. We have A = B@ C and 
P(W) = P(W) = P(B) = PM n W = P(H). 
Let t,, . . . . t, be the terms such that 
t,(x,, . . . . x,, g, > . . . . g,) # 1, . . . . t,(x, 2 ...? x,, g, 3 . . . . g,) z 1 
are all inequations occurring in (S). Since F is a finitely generated 
FC-group F has a finitely generated abelian central subgroup of finite 
index. Hence F is residually finite and has a normal subgroup M of finite 
index with 
{ ti(h, 2 ...y hr, g I,...,gs);16idl}nM=(21. 
Then N= A4 n C is a normal subgroup of F with p(F/N) = p(F/C) = p(H). 
Further H -+ FIN, h H hN is an embedding of H in FIN. By construction 
(S) is solved in K = F/N. 1 
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LEMMA 1.6. Suppose G is a U-injective LFC-group, where U= UZ(G). 
Then G is an e.c. LFC-group. 
Proof Let (S) be a finite system of equations and inequations with 
constants g,, . . . . g, from G and variables x1, . . . . x,, which can be solved in 
an LFC-group Pz G. Put H= (g,, . . . . g,). If p(G) is infinite we set 
L = (H, k, , . . . . k, ) E P for a solution (k, , . . . . k, } of (S) in P. Then we have 
clearly p(L)dp(G) and Hn UcZ(L). 
If p(G) is finite we apply Lemma 1.5 and we can find a finitely generated 
FC-group Lz H with p(L) =p(H) such that L contains a solution 
{k 1, . . . . k,} of (S). Again we have p(L) < p(G) and Hn UG Z(L) since in 
this case U = UZ(G) = 1 (cf. [4, Lemma 2.11). 
In both cases we can use the U-injectivity of G and find an embedding 
o:L~Gwith(TJH=id.Now{o(kl),...,o(k,)}isasolutionof(S)inG. [ 
2. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE COUNTABLE E.C. LFC-GROUPS 
For the description of the countable e.c. LFC-groups we need the 
classification of the countable ec. locally finite groups. Following [12, 
(1.4)] the e.c. locally finite groups are the universal locally finite groups 
introduced by P. Hall in [23. Hall proved that there exists modulo 
isomorphism only one countable universal locally finite group, which we 
call ULF. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a countable e.c. LFC-group. Then 
(1) T(G) is an e.c. locally finite group, hence T(G) 31 ULF. 
(2) G/T(G) is a countable divisible torsion free abelian group of rank 
P(G). 
Proof (1) P. Hall described ULF as a countable locally finite group 
with the following properties: every finite group is embeddable in ULF 
and every two finite isomorphic subgroups of ULF are conjugate. By 
Theorem 1.1, T(G) 2: ULF since UZ(G) = 1. 
(2) By Theorem 1.1(b), G/T(G) is divisible. Since G is an LFC-group 
we have G’ ST(G), hence G/T(G) is torsion free abelian. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. For all p such that 0 bp < w there exists a countable e.c. 
LFC-group G with p(G) = p. 
Proof: A countable e.c. LFC-group of rank p is a countable injective 
LFC-group of rank p by Theorem 1.2. The existence of such a group 
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follows from Jonsson’s construction (cf. 7, 81) and the amalgamation 
theorem for LFC-groups of rank p [4, Corollary 1.33. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. For all p such that 0 <p 6 o there exists unique up to 
isomorphism only one countable e.c. LFC-group of rank p. In the following 
we denote this group by F,. 
Proof. The proof is a standard back-and-forth argument using 
Theorem 1.2. 1 
By a similar argument it can be shown that a countable LFC-group H 
is embeddable in every e.c. LFC-group G with p(G) 3 p(H). Hence the 
countable e.c. LFC-groups form an ascending chain 
ULF=F,cF,c ... GF,E ... GF,. 
Finally, we describe the extension of ULF by Q(p) in the countable e.c. 
LFC-group F,]. 
THEOREM 2.4. The countable e.c. LFC-group F, of rank p is a splitting 
extension of T(F P ) N ULF by Ocp’. 
Proof. Case 1. 0 < p < w. As remarked above we can find an embed- 
ding 4: Qcp) + F,. Now q5(Qp) is a complement of T(F,) in F,. 
Case 2. p = w. Fix a basis {a,; n E N } of F,. We construct inductively 
a chain 1 = H, E H, E . . . G H, c . . . c F,. Here H, will be a free abelian 
group of rank n with basis {h,,, . . h,,}. Suppose we have defined 
H ,,, . . . . H,. Since F,, is an LFC-group we can find an I > 1 such that 
a:+1 E C,(H,). We set K= (H,, ai,, ). Let L be a free abelian group 
of rank m + 1 with basis (g,, . . . . g, + 1 }. We embed K in L identifying hj,m 
with g,? (if 1 <j < m) and af,+, with g,, 1. Using Theorem 1.2 we can 
find an embedding 4: L + F,, with I$I K = id. We define hi,, + , = &gi) for 
1 <i<m+ 1. Then 
H m+~=(h,,,+,,...,h,+,,,+,) 
is a free abelian of rank m + 1. 
We set H=UmcN H,. By construction H is a torsion free divisible 
abelian group of rank w  and H n T(F,) = 1. Furthermore we have for all 
nEN 
Since (a,; n E N} is a basis of F, it holds that HT(F,) = F, and H is a 
complement of T(Fu) in F,. 1 
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COUNTABLE E.C. LFC-GROUPS 
In several group classes the countable e.c. groups can be constructed 
explicitly as union of an ascending chain of finitely generated groups of the 
class. As examples we mention the class of locally finite groups or the class 
of locally finite p-groups [2, 111. We make here a similar construction for 
the countable ec. LFC-groups. 
The countable ec. locally finite group ULF was constructed by P. Hall 
as union of the chain S,GS,E ... CS,C ..., where S,=Sym(3) and 
S n + i = Sym(S, ). Here S, is embedded in S, + , via the right regular 
representation. So it is natural to construct the countable e.c. LFC-groups 
FQ of rank p <o as union of a chain H, z H, G ... G H, G ... , where 
H, = T, @ E, with TO = Sym(3), T,, + I = Sym( T,,), and E, N Z?). Further 
T,, is embedded in T,,+ , via the right regular representation. We have to 
determine an embedding of E, into E,, 1 @ T,,, I such that H = U,, N H, 
is an e.c. LFC-group. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p, 1, r, m E N with ml) r. Let E be a free abelian group of 
rank p with basis {c,, . . . . c, }. Suppose the finite abelian group F with F N Cf 
has basis { sl, . . . . sp >. Let T be a finite group of cardinality m. Set K = T@ E, 
S=TQF, V=S@E, U=Sym(S), and W=U@(d,)@ . . . @(d,)- 
U 0 hp. We define an embedding o’: V -+ W as follows: 
(a) The restriction of ct to T(V) is the right regular representation of 
S in U = Sym(S) and 
(b) a(c,) = dia(si) if 1 < i< p. 
If A, B are subgroups of K with 
I= 1 K/T: (AT)/TI 
and tf 4: A + B is a torsional isomorphism then there exists a u E U such that 
o(&a)) = a(a)’ for all a E A. 
Proof: There exists a basis (e,, . . . . e,} of E and there are t,, . . . . t, E T, 
1 i ,..., I,EN such that A= (ett, ,..., e:t,,T(A)). Since l=IK/T:(AT)/TI 
we have 1, ..-l,=l. We define tT=(e:)-‘4(efti) if l<i<p. Since 
4 is a torsional isomorphism we have tt E T(K). Furthermore B = 
(e: t f, . . . . e’Pt*, T(B)). Let uj (1 <<j<p) be the image of ej under the 
canonical esimorphism of E onto F which maps ci to si (1 < i < p). Then 
o(ui) = r and (ui, . . . . up > is a basis of F. To complete the proof of 
Lemma 3.1 we need the following proposition: 
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PROPOSITION. Define the subgroups C, D of S by 
C= (uyt,, . . . . u&T(A)), 
D = (u; t:, . . . . z&p*, T(B)). 
Then the map 
u!‘t.HU!Jt* II II (1 <i<p), 
a+--+ 4(a) (a E V-4 1) 
defines an isomorphism II/ of C onto D. 
Proof of the Proposition. We have to show that II/ is well defined and 
injective. First we make the following remark. Let d(x,, . . . . xp, y,, . . . . yk) be 
a commutator word in the variables xi, . . . . xP, y,, . . . . y, (i.e., for all xi resp. 
yj the sum of all exponents of xi resp. yj in d is 0). Take wi, . . . . wk E T(A ). 
Then 
$(d(t, > . . . . t,, wI, . . . . wk))=d(4e:‘t,, . . . . ekt,,, wI, . . . . wk)) 
=d(eyt:, . . . . e$tf,d(w,), . . . . #(wk)) 
=d(t:, . . . . tp*, Icl(Wl), “.> NW/c)). (1) 
Let u be in C. There exist i,, . . . . i, E { 1, . . . . p}, pl, . . . . pk E Z and 
wi, . . . . wk E T(A) such that 
u = (u1;1 ti,y WI . . . (Uf;tjkyk Wk. 
Then there exists a commutator word d(x,, . . . . xP, y,, . . . . yk) and t ET(A) 
such that 
u=(U:‘tl)Y1...(U~tp)Ypd(t ,,..., t,, w  ,,..., w,)t 
= UllYf . . U’PYPffl . . I P 1 tY,“d(t,, . . . . t,, w,, . . . . wk) t, (2) 
where qj = & = j pS for all j with 1 <j < p. Analogously by definition of $ 
~(u)=(~:ltl*)~‘...(~~tp*)~pd(t: ,..., tp*, Ic/(wI) ,..., $(wk))$(t). (3) 
Now u = 1 is equivalent to 
rlljqi(1 <i<p) and 4t ,, . ..) t,, w,, . ..) w,)= t-l. (4) 
In fact, if v = 1 then by definition of S we have u:” = 1, hence o(u) = r 1 li qi 
for all i with 1 < i < p. Since ml 1 r, r 1 figi, and li 11 it follows that m 1 qi. But 
card(T) = m, so we have ty = 1. Using (2) and u = 1 we obtain 
d(t,, . . . . t,, w,, . . . . w,)= t-‘, hence (4). The other direction is clear. 
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Since I/ restricted to T(A) is bijective we obtain from (1) that (4) is 
equivalent to 
rll;qi(l Gi<p) and 4t:, . ..> t&T, $(w,), . . . . ICI(Wk))=$(t)-l. (5) 
By (3) we obtain that v = 1 is equivalent to It/(v) = 1. The proposition is 
proved. 
We return to the proof of Lemma 3.1. Using the proposition above and 
Lemma 1 of [2] we can find a u E U such that 
4rl/(g)) = a)” 
for all g E C. Let a be in A. There exist pi, . . . . pp E Z and t E T(A ) with 
~=(e:lt,)~‘...(e~t,)~Pt. 
Using this identity and the definition of u an easy calculation shows that 
~(a)~ = 0(4(a)). The proof of the lemma is completed. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Fix p with 0 6 p do. For n E N we define p(n) = p if 
0 < p < w and p(n) = n if p = co. For n E N let E, be a free abelian 
group of rank p(n) with basis {c,,~, . . . . c,,~(,,,} and let F,, be a finite abelian 
group isomorphic to C,P$‘) with basis {s,,, , . . . . s,,~(,,,}. We define inductively 
an ascending chain T, G T, z ... E T,, s ... qf finite groups. First put 
T, = Sym(3). If T, is defined, set S, = T,, @ F, and define T,, + , = Sym(S,). 
Further we set H, = T,, @ E, and V, = S, @ E, = H, OF,,. We define the 
following embedding G of V,, in H,, , : 
(a) The restriction of o’to S, is the right regular embedding of S, in 
VmCL)= Tn+lf 
(b) a(C,t,i) = Czz :,i d(s,,i) (for 1 d i<p(n)). 
Now H, is a subgroup of V,, and via IS, a subgroup of H, + 1. Then 
is an e.c. LFC-group of rank p. 
Proof. We have to prove that H has the properties (a)-(d) of 
Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of (a): By definition H, is a finitely generated FC-group of rank 
p(n). Hence H is an LFC-group of rank p. 
Proof of (b): By part (b) of the definition of IJ it is clear that H/T(H) is 
divisible. 
Proof of (c): If E is a finite group then there exists an m E N with 
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card( S,) 3 card(E). Since E is embeddable in Sym( S,) = T,,, + 1, E is also 
embeddable in H. 
Proof of (d): Let A and B be finitely generated subgroups of H and let 
q5 be a torsional isomorphism of A onto B. Choose n E N with A, B E H,. 
Then we have (A, T,) = (B, T,,) since q5 is torsional. Let C be the pure 
closure of (A, T, ) n E, in E,. Then C has a direct complement D in E,. 
We define A = (A, 0) and i?= (B, 0). We can extend q4 to a torsional 
isomorphism d of A onto B. 
Now A has finite index in H,. Define 
I= I H,ITn : (ATJITn I and m = card( T,,). (1) 
We choose 1 6 k E N such that lm divides (n + k - 1 )! n!. By definition 
S-=S~+ikll).;:l”+k~1)S~~kll.;.j”+k-2)...Sn+I I . nt 1, iS%i 
has order (n + k - l)! n! for all i with 1 < idp(n). We define for all 
iE { 1, . . . . p(n)} the elements diEE,+k and c~EE,, by di=~jf>2)l.“(n+k), 
ci = c,,i. Put 
T= T,, K= H,, S= TO (~1) 0 ... 0 (J,,(,)), 
~=SO<c,)O . ..O(C.(,)h U= Sym(S), 
W= UO (4 >O ... 0 (dpc,,,). 
By definition of the embedding of H, in Hntkp 1 we have 
c,= c;++kkIll;...(“+ l)s;;kkr22;2)1-4n+ 1). . .y+ 1 1 . . n+l ,sni. . 3 (2) 
This implies SsSn+kpI, VG Vntkpl, and WzH,,,. Furthermore 
a(~,) = d,o(s,). Hence (T is an embedding of V in WC Hn+k with the 
properties (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.1. Using this lemma we can find a 
UE UC WG Hn+k with $(a) = ti” for all ii E A. But since A E A and q! 1 A = 4 
the finitely generated subgroups A, B of H, are conjugated in Hn+k c H by 
a u E T(H,+,) E T(H). Hence H is homogeneous and Theorem 3.2 is 
proved. 1 
4. THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF COUNTABLE E.C. LFC-GROUPS 
The automorphism groups of countable e.c. groups have been studied for 
several locally finite group classes. Little is known about the automorphism 
group of the countable e.c. locally finite group ULF. On the other hand 
F. Leinen proved in [lo] a relatively detailed description of the 
automorphism group of the countable e.c. locally finite p-group E,. We 
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give here a detailed description of some factors of the automorphism group 
of the countable .e.c. LFC-groups. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose G is a countable e.c. LFC-group. Then 
Q: Aut(G) -+ AWIG)), 4 I-+ 4 IT(o) 
is an embedding ofAut(G) into Aut(T(G)). 
Proof: Suppose 4 restricted to T(G) is the identity. We have then for all 
aeG and teT(G) 
t = (j(t) = $qf’“) = (qf-‘)“‘“‘= (f-‘p) = ta-km, 
Hence a-‘&a) E C,(T(G)). But since G is injective (Theorem 1.2), we have 
C&T(G)) = 1. It follows that q3 = id and (r is injective. 1 
For the investigation of the automorphism groups of the countable e.c. 
LFC-groups of rank p > 0 we need the following definition: 
DEFINITION. Let G be a group, E a subgroup of G, and r E G. 
(a) An automorphism q5 of G is called E-locally inner if for every 
finitely generated subgroup F of G 4 IF is a conjugation with some eE E 
(possibly depending on F). As usual the G-locally inner automorphisms are 
called locally inner (see [ 16, Chap. 41 or [9, Chap. 51). We set 
F,(G) = (4 E Aut(G); 4 is E-locally inner}. 
(b) We write r-locally inner for (r)-locally inner. We write F,(G) for 
F<,>(G). An r-locally inner automorphism is on every finitely generated 
subgroup a conjugation with a power of r. 
(c) An automorphism q5~ Aut(G) is called nearly inner if q5 is 
E-locally inner for some finitely generated subgroup E of G. 
(d) We define 
FInn( G ) = { q5 E Aut( G ); 4 is a nearly inner automorphism of G }, 
LInn(G)= {$~Aut(G);q5 is a locally inner automorphism of G}, 
Inn(G)= {d~Aut(G);d is an inner automorphism of G }, 
Inn(T(G)) = (4 E Aut(G); q5 is a conjugation with some t E T(G)}. 
For a countable e.c. LFC-group G we study the following series of 
normal subgroups of Aut(G): 
1 < Inn(T(G)) <Inn(G) < Finn(G) < LInn(G) < Aut(G). 
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By the results of Section 2 we have Inn(T(G)) -T(G), Inn(G) ‘v G, 
and Inn(G)/Inn(T(G)) 1: QcP), where p(G) = p. In Theorem 4.5 we obtain 
some information about the structure of Finn(G) and show 
FInn(G)/Inn(G) N FInn(G)/Inn(T(G)) N (R, + ) if p >O. In Theorem 4.6 
we show Aut(G)/LInn(G) N Aut(QP”) N GL(p, Q). We have very little 
information about the factor LInn(G)/FInn(G). In Theorem 4.7 we show 
that its cardinality is 2’O. 
First we need some notation. Let G be a residually finite group. A set 9’ 
of normal subgroups of finite index of G with the properties 
(1) for all N, MEY there exists LEY with LGNnM and 
(2) nNES N= 1 
is called a residual system of G [ 16, Chap. 41. For a residual system Y we 
define as usual the inverse limit 
G,, = lim G/N. 
NZ 
Then G, is called a profinite group or profinite completion of G. We can 
naturally embed G in G,. If Y is the residual system of all normal sub- 
groups of finite index of G then we obtain the universal profinite completion 
G of G. d is universal in the following sense: if G is any other prolinite 
completion of G then there exists an epimorphism 0: G + G with 0 1 G = id 
[3, Corollary 2.41. If Y, Y are two residual systems of G we call Y cofnal 
with Y if for all NE Y exists there an ME Y with M z N. If Y and 5 are 
cofinal with each other then 
G,= lim G/N- @IJ G/N=G, 
N.5.T NEY 
(see [l, Chap. 12, (c)] [16, Lemma 4.51). 
Now suppose G is a finitely generated FC-group and G” (m E N) is the 
subgroup generated by the m th powers of G. Then {G”; n E N } as well as 
{G”!; n E fV } is a residual system which is cofinal with the residual system 
N of all normal subgroups of finite index of G. Hence we have 
G = I&r G/N N lint G/G” = lim G/G”!. 
NE.4. nerm nerm 
If 5 is a free ultrafilter on fV then the ultrapower GM/9 is isomorphic 
to Go UP, where K = 0 if G is finite and otherwise JC = 2’O [13, 
Theorem 5.33. As a consequence it follows that G’ = G’ and T(G) = T(G) 
since G’ and T(G) are first order definable subgroups of G. This implies 
that G is an FC-group. If p(G) > 0 then the group ?? of cadinality 2No is 
embeddable in G. Hence we have p( G ) = 2’O. 
481/143/l-2 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a countable LFC-group with trivial center and E 
a finitely generated subgroup of G. Suppose 
E=G,cG,c ... cG,s ... c u G,=G 
HEN 
is an ascending chain of finitely generated FC-groups. For all n E N we define 
E,=EnZ(G,). 
Then 
F,(G) N lim E/E,,. 
FIGIt 
In particular F,(G) is a profinite group. 
Proof The system {E,; n E N > is a residual system. Suppose we have 
d= (a,E,),.. E lim E/E,,. 
neN 
We define the following map 4: from G onto G: for ge G, we set 
&(g) = g”“. By definition 4: is an E-locally inner automorphism of G. The 
map 
~,:Jir~E/E,+F,(G):r?t+q4; 
N 
is an isomorphism. l 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G be a countable LFC-group with trivial center. 
Then Finn(G) is an LFC-group with Finn(G)’ = Inn(G)’ N G’. 
Proof Suppose F= (iI, . . . . 4,) is a finitely generated subgroup of 
Finn(G). Then for all i with 1 < i < n there exists a finitely generated sub- 
group Fi of G such that (bz is an Fi-locally inner automorphism. We define 
E= (F,, . . . . F, ). Then Fc F,(G). We define the groups E, as in 
Theorem 4.2. By Theorem 4.2 we have 
E= lim E/E, N F,(G). - 
HEN 
As remarked above we can find an epimorphism 0: E + E with o 1 E = id. 
We have E’ = 8’ = E’ = ~(6’). The isomorphism ~~ defined in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 maps an element e of Es E to I, E Aut(G), where z, is the 
conjugation with e. So we have 
FE(G)‘= {z,EInn(G);eEE’} =E’. 
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Hence FE(G)’ is finite and FE(G) as well as F is an FC-group. Furthermore 
we obtain 
Finn(G)’ = Inn(G)’ N G’. 1 
In the special case of a countable e.c. LFC-group G we can improve 
Theorem 4.2. Then FE(G) is not only an arbitrary prolinite completion of 
E but the universal prolinite completion l?. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose G is a. countable e.c. LFC-group and A is a 
finitely generated subgroup of G. Then 
In particular tf r E G has infinite order then 
F,(G) = t. 
Proof We construct an ascending chain A = H, c H, G ... z 
H,,E ... z UneN H, = G of finitely generated subgroups of G such that 
A,,, = A n Z(H,) z Am for all m E N. This means that {A,; n E IV} is cofinal 
with the residual system of all normal subgroups of finite index in A and 
by Theorem 4.2 the claim of the theorem follows. We first show the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose m E N and A E B@ T, where B is a free abelian 
and T is a finite group. Then there exists a finitely generated FC-group H 
with B@TcHandAnZ(H)cA”. 
Proof of the Proposition. Let B, be the pure closure (as abelian group) 
of A n B in B. Then there exists a complement B, of B, in B. We can find 
k E N with Bt E A. In particular A n Bk” = A n Bt” s A”. 
Suppose {z, , . . . . z,,} is a basis of the free abelian group B and suppose 
{C 1, . ..> c,} is a basis of a finite abelian group D with D ‘v Ci,,,. Let K be 
the semidirect product of B@ D with a group (0) of order 2, where 0 
operates on B @ D as follows: if 1 < i < n then za = zici, ce = c,: ‘. Let S be 
a finite group with Z(S) = 1 and Tz S. Then H= K@ S is a finitely 
generated FC-group with the required properties since (B @ T) n Z(H) = 
B n Z(H) = Bk”. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 4.4. The proposition above allows us 
to construct the sequence H, inductively. Suppose G = {a,,; n E N } and 
suppose we have defined H, for m >, 0. We can embed (H,, a, ) in a 
group B@ T, where B is free abelian and T is finite (see under 
Preliminaries). By the proposition above we can find a finitely generated 
FC-group H, with B@TEH, and AnZ(H,)cA”. Because of the 
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injectivity of G we can embed H, in G. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.4. 1 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G he a countable e.c. LFC-group. Then Finn(G) is a 
divisible LFC-group. Furthermore 
T(FInn(G)) = Finn(G)‘= Inn(T(G)) = Inn(G’) N T(G) = G’ N ULF. 
Zf p(G) > 0 we have 
FInn(G)/Inn(G) = FInn(G)/h(T(G)) N (R + ). 
Proof: By Corollary 4.3, Finn(G) is an LFC-group. Furthermore we 
have T(FInn(G)) = Inn(T(G)). In fact, if deT(FInn(G)) then there exists 
a finitely generated FC-group E E G such that 4 is E-locally inner. Using 
the isomorphism rE: E -+ F,(G) of Theorem 4.2 we have r;‘(4) E T(g) = 
T(E). But rE maps elements of E to inner automorphisms of G. Hence 
q5~ Inn(T(G)) and T(FInn(G)) = Inn(T(G)). 
Since Z(G)= 1 and T(G)= G’ N ULF we have Inn(T(G))=Inn(G’) N 
T(G)= G’. The identity Finn(G)‘= Inn(G’) was already proved in 
Corollary 4.3. 
It remains to show that Finn(G) is divisible. Suppose 4 E Finn(G) and 
m E N. There exists a finitely generated subgroup E of G such that q5 is 
E-locally inner. As remarked under Preliminaries we can embed E in an 
FC-group C= A @ T, where A is a free abelian group and T is a finite 
group. We choose a free abelian group B containing A with A !& B” and a 
finite group Sz T such that every element of T is an mth power of an 
element of S. Define D = BO S. Using Theorem 1.2 we can find an 
embedding $:D-+G with r,IE=id. Define d=+(D) and c=$(C). Since 
A c B we have A c 8 and every element of a is an mth power of an 
element of B (because of B/B” 2: B/S”‘). Using the isomorphism of 
Theorem 4.2 we see that every element of F,=(G) N R @ T is an mth power 
of an element of FD(G) N h@ S. In particular 4 is an m th power of an 
element of FD(G) and Finn(G) is divisible. 
From the identity 
T(FInn(G)) = Inn(T(G)) = Finn(G)’ 
it follows that FInn(G)/Inn(T(G)) and FInn(G)/Inn(G) are torsion free 
divisible abelian groups. By Theorem 4.4, Finn(G) and FInn(G)/Inn(T(G)) 
have cardinality 2 X0 in the case p(G)>O. Hence FInn(G)/Inn(G) and 
FInn(G)/Inn(T(G)) are both isomorphic to the additive group of real 
numbers R. 1 
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Remark. It is natural to ask if Finn(G) is even an e.c. LFC-group (for 
a countable ec. LFC-group G). But this is not the case if p(G) 2 1: suppose 
r E G has infinite order. Let G,, E G, c . . . z G, E . . be an ascending chain 
of finitely generated subgroups of G with G = u,, N G,. For n E N fix 
1 .+,>,l with 2ll,+, and rin+ ’ E Z( G, ). Define 
zr?l =l+ c li 
l<i<m 
and z”= (z,),,~. We write q55 for the nearly inner automorphism of G 
which acts on G, by conjugation with rTm. For s E G we denote with 1, the 
element of Aut(G) which is the conjugation by s. Then 
H= (45) 0 (r,) c Finn(G). 
ChooseatET(G)withl#tbutt*=land[r,t]=l.Deline 
K= (q4~)O (z,,)~FIrin(G). 
The map II/ defined by $(q55) = $5, $(r,) = rrt is a torsional isomorphism of 
H onto K. If Finn(G) were an e.c. LFC-group then II/ would be induced by 
a conjugation with some torsion element 0 E T(FInn(G)) = Inn(T(G)) 
(Theorem 1.1(d)). Then there exists a u E T(G) with cr = I,, hence I; = r,! 
and this implies (#F)‘U = #f,. Since z, is odd for all n E N we obtain 
($$F)‘u = f+p, = $5 0 $6; = f/q 0 1, # $4;. 
But $(bF) = 45. We obtain a contradiction and the remark is proved, 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose G is a countable e.c. LFC-group and p(G) = p. 
Then we have 
Aut( G)/LInn( G) % GL(p, Q) N Aut( @‘)). 
Proof We define the homomorphism 
z: Aut(G) + Aut(G/TG)), q5 H 6, 
where $(gT(G))=d(g)T(G) for gEG. 
We first show that the kernel Ker(T) of z is the subgroup LInn(G) of 
Aut(G). If 4 E Ker(z) then q5= id. Hence 4 is a torsional automorphism of 
G. By Theorem 1.1(d), q5 is locally inner. On the other hand if 4 is locally 
inner then in particular for every x E G we can find a y E G with d(x) = xY. 
Since G is an LFC-group it follows that &x)=xY=x mod T(G). Hence 
$=id and q5~Ker(z). This shows that Ker(t)= LInn(G). 
It remains to show that r is surjective. To do this, suppose 
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$ E Aut(G/T(G)). We use a back-and-forth argument to construct an 
automorphism 4 of G with 1,6= $. We will define inductively two ascending 
chains 
l=G,cG,g ... sG,s ... sG= u G,, 
nGN 
l=H,~His ... sH,c ... cG= u H, 
nsN 
and isomorphisms dn: G, -+ H,, with 
(1) ~,(g)T(G)=~(gT(G))forallgEG,. 
(2) h2+llG.=dn~ 
(3) G, = A,, 0 T, and H, = B, 0 S,, where A,,, B, are free abelian 
groups and T,,, S, are finite groups. 
First we fix an enumeration {g,; n E f+J } of G. Suppose for n E fV we have 
defined Gz,, Hz,,, & such that (l), (2), and (3) hold. 
Define G = ( g,, G,, ) and embed G in a group K = A 0 T, where A is 
free abelian and T is finite. By Theorem 1.2 we can find an embedding 
cc:K+G with ali:=id. We define A2,+1=a(A), T2n+l=a(T), and 
G -A 2n+1- 2n+10Ta,+1. Let R be the pure closure (as abelian group) of 
A2nnA2,+l in A,,+, and let D be a complement of R in A,, + i. Then 
G~,,cL=ROT~,,+,, Gz,+,= L 0 D, and p(G,, ) = p(L). By Theorem 1.2 
we can find an embedding 2: L + G with ;1( oZn = q52n. 
Suppose {d, , . . . . d,) is a basis of D. Inductively we can find elements 
ci, . . . . c, of G and subgroups K,, . . . . K,s of G such that 
(a) c,T(G)=$(d,T(G)) for all i with 1 <ids, 
(b) Ki=,l(L)@(c,)@ ... @ (c,) for all i with 1 <ids. 
This can be shown as in the proof of Lemma 1.4, Proposition 1. Now 
we define H2nf1=K,y, B2n+l=(~1)0 ‘..@(c,)@ll(R) and S2,,+,= 
4T2,+ 1 ). Further we define the isomorphism &,,+ , : GZn + 1 -+ H,, + 1 by 
4 2,,+i(L=IZ and 42n+i(di)=ci(l<i<s). 
If gEG2,+, then we can find he L, de D with g= hd. Since 
p(G,,) = p(L) we can find m L 1 with h” E G,, and we can find ri, . . . . Y, E H 
with d”’ = d;’ . . . d:. By the induction hypothesis, (1) follows and by (a) it 
follows that 
(&z+~(g) T(G))“’ 
= tl(hm) c;’ ~~~c~T(G)=qS,,(h”)T(G)(c,T(G))“-..(c,T(G))? 
= $(h”d’;’ . ..d.T(G))= ($kT(G)))” 
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for all ge G. Since G/T(G) is torsion free we have &+ i(g) T(G) = 
Il/(gT(G)) for all gE G. So we have proved (l), (2), and (3) for 2n + 1. 
Analogously we make the step 2n + 1 + 2n + 2. Here we define first 
H -B 2n+2- 2n+2QS2n+2 with H2,+,u{gn}~H2n+2. Then we construct 
G 2n+2- 2n+20 T2n+2 and an isomorphism 1: H,, + 2 + G,,, 2 with 
PI ,~~;2~L+l and p(g)T(G)=$-‘(ST(G)) for all gEH2n+2. For 
4 - ~ ’ we have G,, + 2, H,, + 2, d2,, + 2 such that ( 1 ), (2) and (3) hold. 
The inductive construction is completed. 
We define q5= UncN 4,. By construction 4 is an automorphism of G. If 
gEG, then (by (1)) cj(g)T(G)=#,(g)T(G)=$(gT(G)). It follows that 
r(4) = $ and therefore r is surjective. From this and Ker(r) = LInn(G) it 
follows now that 
Aut(G)/LInn(G) N Aut(G/T(G)) y Aut(QcP’) N GL(p, C). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.6. 1 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose G is a countable e.c. LFC-group. Then 
card(LInn(G)/FInn(G)) = 2’O. 
Proof We define inductively an ascending chain 
G,,EG~c ... GG,,~ ... zG= (,j G, 
ntN 
of finitely generated subgroups of G. Here G, will be a direct sum of a finite 
group T, and a free abelian group A,. Furthermore we will define G, in 
such a way that the index 1 C,(G,) : C,(G,+ i)1 is infinite for all nE N. To 
do this we choose an enumeration { g, ; n E N } of G. First we define GO = 1. 
Suppose for n E N we have defined G, = A, @ T,,. There exists a finite group 
Sz T,, with Z(S) # C,(T,,). Let k be in N with 1 C,(T,) : Z(S)1 = k. We 
set F, = S and we define F,, 1 = F,@F, for ZE N and embed F, in F,, , 
via the diagonal map SH (s, s). Then 1 C,(T,) : C,(S)1 = k2’. Set 
E= (Ul,rm F,)Ohz. Then p(E) =p(A,). Hence by Theorem 1.2 we can 
find an embedding 4: E -+ G with 4 lG. = id. By construction the index of 
C,(A,,@@(S)) in C,(G,) is infinite for F= d(E). This implies that 
( C,(G,) : C,(A, 0 d(S))1 is also infinite. As remarked under Preliminaries 
we can embed (ti(S),A,,g,) in a group of the form A,+I@T,+,, 
where A,+i is free abelian and T,, + , is finite. By Theorem 1.2 we can 
suppose that Gn+,=An+,@Tn+, is also a subgroup of G. Then 
I C,(G,) : C&G,+ ,)I is infinite and the inductive construction is com- 
pleted. 
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Now we define the set 
L= ((h,c,(G,)),..;h,~G,h,+, C&G,) = h,C,(G,) for all n E N}. 
For all z= (h,Cc(G)),EN EL we can define a locally inner automorphism 
4’ of G by 4’;(g) = ghn if g E G,. Then 
rH: L + LInn(G), g H 4’ 
is a bijective mapping. 
We choose an enumeration (F,; n E N } of all finitely generated sub- 
groups of G such that every fixed finitely generated subgroup of G occurs 
infinitely often in this enumeration. Then we define a tree of height w  with 
elements of G. This tree will be built in such a way that the following 
conditions hold: 
(a) If y E G is attached to a node in the (n + 1)st level and z E G to the 
node which lies in the nth level under y then zC,(G,) =yC,(G,). 
(b) If y and z are attached to different nodes in the nth level then 
zC,(G,) # (ye) C&G,) for all eE F,,. 
To the node in the first level we attach 1. Suppose we have attached to 
every node in the nth level an element of G and suppose further that the 
elements zi, . . . . z, E G are attached to the first j nodes of level n + 1. Suppose 
UE G is attached to the node in the nth level which lies under the (j+ 1)st 
node in the (n + l)st level. We choose XE C,(G,) such that for all i with 
l<i<jandforalleEF”+, 
This is possible since IC,(G,): C,(G,+,)I is infinite but the set 
{eCG(Gn+l);e~Fn+l } is finite. We attach zj+, =ux to the (j+ 1)st node 
in the (n + 1)st level. Then z,+i C,(G,) = uC,(G,). The inductive delini- 
tion of the tree is completed. 
Let (YAP, (xnLN be different branches of this tree. By definition (a) 
of the tree we have 
f=(~ncc(Gn)),.N~L and z= (x,WGn))ntrm EL. 
Suppose d’FInn(G)=@FInn(G). Then there would be a finitely 
generated subgroup E E G with (4”))’ 0 #-i E FE(G). Therefore there exists 
a sequence (e,), E N of elements of E with y,C,(G,) = (x,e,) C,(G,) for all 
n E N. We choose an m E N such that x, and y, are attached to different 
nodes in the mth level. We can find k 2 m with Fk = E. From ykC,(G,) = 
(xkek) C,(G,) we obtain a contradiction to definition (b) of the tree. 
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Hence every branch defines another element of LInn(G)/FInn(G). Since 
we have 2”’ branches the theorem is proved. 1 
With Theorem 4.7 we have completed the study of the factors of Aut(G) 
for an e.c. LFC-group G. We finish this paper with the following remarks. 
S. Thomas proved in [ 15, Theorem 21 the following description of the 
inner automorphisms of many ec. locally finite groups: suppose E is a 
countable ec. %-group for a certain locally finite group class X and 
suppose 4 E Aut(E). If there exists a finite subgroup P E E such that all 
subgroups Q of E which contain P are invariant under 4 then 4 is an inner 
automorphism. We call an automorphism 1+5 of a group G nearly invariant 
if there exists a finitely generated subgroup P of G such that all subgroups 
of G containing P are invariant under 4. Hence for the countable e.c. 
X-groups the inner automorphisms are the nearly invariant auto- 
morphisms. 
But if G is a countable e.c. LFC-group then clearly all nearly inner 
automorphisms are also nearly invariant. It is possible to show that in fact 
the nearly invariant automorphisms of a countable e.c. LFC-group are 
exactly the nearly inner automorphisms. Further it is possible to show that 
the r-locally inner automorphisms (r E G) generate Finn(G). We summarize 
these facts in the following remark. 
REMARK. Suppose G is a countable e.c. LFC-group and $ is an 
automorphism of G. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 4 is a nearly inner automorphism of G. 
(2) 4 is a nearly invariant automorphism of G. 
(3) There exists a finitely generated subgroup P z G such that for all 
subgroups Q of G which contain P it holds that 4(Q) = Q. 
(4) There exists a finitely generated subgroup P E G such that for all 
subgroups Q of G which contain P it holds that qh(T(Q))=T(Q). 
(5) There exist elements r,, . . . . r,E G such that 4 is a product of 
finitely many vi-locally inner automorphisms. 
Proof The proof can be accomplished following the outlines of the 
proofs of [ 15, Theorem 21 and [S, Lemma 3.41. We omit the details of the 
proof. 1 
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